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ALICE in WONDERLAND

Take a trip down the rabbit hole to the wackiest tea party yet! A sophisticated and hilarious adventure for children and grown-ups, Artistic Director Toni Pimble’s ballet features Lewis Carroll’s poems set to music by English composers. Alice’s trip down the rabbit hole introduces her to the White Rabbit, the Mad Hatter’s whacky Tea Party, the court of the Queen of Hearts and ends with a lobster quadrille plus the Mock Turtle and Gryphon. Eugene Ballet’s Alice in Wonderland has been seen by audiences across the United States, Canada and Taiwan. This season’s tour features exquisite new costumes and set pieces!

“A company worth coming miles to see”
— San Jose Mercury News

“Toni Pimble’s ballet...brought the house down!”
— Anna Kisselgoff, The New York Times

“Pimble’s exacting choreography (was)...fresh and thoughtful, ambitious and honest, well-crafted and enticing...”
— The Phoenix Gazette
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